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THE BRIEF:

Y2, a highly successful yoga studio, undertook an 

expansion project to become the largest studio on 

the East Coast.

With 12,000 square feet of space, plans were 

to offer not only expanded studio space and luxe 

locker rooms, but also a food and wine concept 

with expanded retail and spa.

STRATEGY & DESIGN:

ZGM worked closely with Y2 to imbue the brand 

experience into every element of the built space. 

From the color theory to the furnishings to the 

naming of services, the goal was to integrate 

brand attributes (colors, graphics, imagery) to 

reinforce the philosophies of the Y2 Yoga practice, 

while simultaneously enhancing brand recognition. 

Much consideration was taken to ensure that all 

selections would mesh well with the hot, humid 

studio environment.

TONE & ENTRY CONCEPTS

The entry is where the mood for the space is 

set and is naturally, one of the most important 

areas of focus. The vision was a space that 

evokes positive energy and is hip, yet also 

tranquil, modern and clean. Using the element 

of heat as a catalyst for setting the tone of 

warmth, created an almost tropical feel through 

the selection of paint colors, finishes, plants, 

wood accents, etc.

Beginner

Beginner (101)

SS (Single Shot) 1 series HOT

DS (Double Shot) 2 series HOT

SF (Super Flow) 3 series HOT

R (Remix) Instructor’s Choice, Power Series

R om (Remix with Meditation)

TF (Twilight Flow)

LSD (Long, Slow, Deep) HOT

R (Remix), Instructor’s Choice, Power Series

M (Meditation) Guided and Non-guided

K (Kids) Ages x-x

AM (Ashtanga Mysore)

Ashtanga, vinyasa flow, meditation and more...

Our class schedule is dynamic! Go to y2yoga.com/schedule 
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RETAIL THERAPY

Featuring Manduka

and other favorite brands

Y2 RETREATS

Reconnect in a beautiful

part of the world

(visit Y2 yoga.com for 

current offerings)

WORKSHOPS

Enhance & reconnect

with your practice

(visit Y2 yoga.com 

for current offerings)  

FOOD & WINE

Menus designed with 

you in mind

(coming soon)

SPA SERVICES

Pamper your mind, 

body & spirit

(coming soon)

AGES X - X

Check in the kiddos 

and enjoy our facility

(coming soon)

DECOR RECOMMENDATIONS

Every object visitors encounter within the Y2 Yoga studio space is a reflection of 

the company’s brand and culture. In keeping with the idea of creating a warm 

and inviting environment, we selected decor ideas that were appropriate in scale, 

timeless, simple and refined. Much of what we selected were elements that appeal 

to the human experience of the space.

BRANDED COLLATERALS & OFFERINGS

ZGM developed the naming and branded collateral designs for the expanded 

offerings of the studio - TASTE (food & wine concept), INDULGE (spa services), 

STUDY (workshops), SHOP (retail therapy) and ESCAPE (planned retreats in 

beautiful destinations). All concepts for names and design were kept minimal and 

imbue a strong sense of timeless simplicity. 


